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@ An active matrix liquid crystal display. 

@ A parasitic capacitance is not caused b»- 
tween a shielding film (210, 224) and a gate line 
(201) and between a pixel electrode (214) and 
the gate line (201) in a liquid crystal display of 
the present invention because the shielding film 
(210, 224) and the pixel electrode (214) do not 
overiap the gate lines (201). The display charac- 
teristics are thus improved. Furthermore, since 
the counter shielding fflm (219) is fonmed so as 
to cover a snialler gap of one t)etween the 
shielding fflm (210, 224) and the gate line (201) 
and one t)etween the (201) and pixel electrode 
(214), light leak through the gap can be block- 
ed. The shielding Urn (219) can be small be- 
cause it only covers the gap, thereby preventing 
a degradatk>n of an aperture ratk>. Moreover, a 
degradatton of yield caused by increasing a 
number of production steps is also prevented 
because the productnn steps are not compli- 
cated. In another aspect of the \iqu\d crystal 
display of the present invention, since the gate 
line (201) is electrically connected to a counter 
electrode (219), a part of the parasitk: capaci- 
tance caused between the pixel electrode (214) 
and the shielding film (210, 224) and between 
the pixel electrode (214) and the gate line (201) 
b connected in parallel to a capacitance of 
liqukl crystal (216) and used as a storage 
capacitance. As a result, the parasitic capaci- 
tance less influences on the display character- 
istics, which is thus further improved. Further, 
since storage capacitance lines are not re- 
quired, the aperture rale is rrot degraded and a 
degradatnn of yield caused by increasing a 
number of ttie production steps Is (vavented. 
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVEMHON 

1. Field of the Invention: 

5 The present invention relates to an active matrix liquid crystal display comprising an active matrix substrata 
on which switching elements are fbrnted in the shape of a matrix, a counter suttstrate opposed to the active 
matrix sutntrate and a liquid crystal layer therebetween. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
fo 

Liquid crystal displays have attracted attention as a display used Instead of a CRT (cathode ray tube) due 
to their characteristics of saving space and low power. Among such liquid crystal displays, thin film transistor 
(hereinafter referred to as the TFT) activated liquid crystal displays are superior because the liquid crystal 
therein responds at a high rate and images are displayed with high quality. Especially, TFTs made lirom amor- 

15 phous silicon (hereinafter referred to as "a-Si") have been remarkably developed In recent years since films 
can be formed at a low temperature in such TFTs so that they can provide a more accurate and less expensive 
display showing a larger picture. 

Figure 16 Is a plan view showing an example of a conventional liquid crystal display using the a-SI In the 
TFTs. Figures 17 and 18 are sectional views taken on lines A-A' and B-B' of Figure 16, respecth/ely. The llquM 

20 crystal display comprises an active matrix substrate 122 on which TFTs 124 are formed in the shape of a matrix, 
a counter substrate 123 opposed to the active matrix substrate 122 and a liqukJ crystal layer 116 sandwiched 
therebetween. Astruchire of such a liquM crystal display will now be described In details based on Its productkm 
steps as follows: 

First, a metal thin film is formed on a transparent insulating glass substrate 101 to form gate lines 102 as 
2S    scanning lines and gats eledrodes 102a branched from the gats lines 102. An SiN. film as a first insulating 

f im 103. an a-Si layer as a semk»nductor layer 104 of the TFTs 124 and another SiN. film as a second insu- 
lating film 105 are successively formed on the entire top surface of the glass substrate 101. TTie second in- 
sulating f ilm 105 is then patterned as is shown in Figure 16. 

Next, after forming a nwtal thin film thereon, an n^ layer 106 doped with P is formed for making an ohmk; 
30   contact with the a-Si layer 104. Then, source lines 107 as signal lines having a pattern as is shown in Figure 

16, source eiedrodes 107a branched lirom the source lines 107, drain electrode/shielding films 108 and shield- 
ing films 110 are respectively formed. The TFTs 124 each having a secttonal structure as shown In Figure 17 
are formed near respective crossings of the gate electrodes 102a and source electrodes 107a. 

Then, a third insulating film 112 is formed on the entire top surface of the resultant glass substa^te 101, 
3S   and contact holes 113 are formed in the third Insulating film 112. A transparent conductive f Dm is then formed 

so as to fill the contact holes 113and partially coverthe gate lines 102 to form pixel elecbodes 114. An align- 
ment layer 115 Is further applied on the pbcel electrodes 114. and then treated by a rubbing method. The active 
matrix substrate 122 is thus formed. 

The counter substrate 123 is fabricated as foltows: Acolorf liter 120 is patterned on a transparent insulating 
40   glass substrate 121, if necessary. A transparent conductive film is formed over the entire top surface of the 

patterned substrate to form a counter electrode 118. An alignment layer 117 Is then formed on the counter 
electrode 118. and is treated by the rubbing method. 

The active matrix substrate 122 and the counter substrate 123 are then adhered to each other, and liquM 
crystal is injected therebetween to form the Ih^uid crystal layer 116. The liqukJ crystal display is fabricated in 

45   this manner. 
In such a iiquM crystal display, the drain dedradefehielding films 108 serving as both the drain electrodes 

and the shielding films as weD as the shielding films 110 are provided above the gate lines 102 as Is shown 
in Figure 18 for the following reason: In obtaining high accuracy by increasing the number of pixels in a unit 
area, 1-Horizontal inversion driving for inverting polarity of signals applied to the pixel electrodes 114 by gats 

50 line 102 is adopted, because more pfoceis decrease the interval between the adjacent pixels. In this case, an 
intsractton is caused between the adjacent pixel electrodes 114 to disturb the electric field over the gate lines 
102. As a result, the liquid crystal partkdes are aisodisturt>ed, and. for example, light Is leaked whDe displaying 
black in the normally white mode of the liquM crystal, resulting in degraded contrast The shielding films 108 
and 110 are formed above the gate lines 102 to shield the light leak, thereby preventing ttie degradation of 

55   the contrast 
A system in whteh the shielding films are formed above the source lines of the adhm mabix substrate Is 

also known (M. Tsumura et al.. "High-Resolutton 10.3-in. Diagonal Multk»k>r TFT-LCD". SID 91 DIGEST, pp. 
215-218). In this system, contrast Is degraded due to light leak caused by the disturbed electric field on the 
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gate lines in the 1-Horizontal inversion driving as mentioned above. In the 1-Vertical inversion driving for in- 
verting polarity of signals applied to the pixel electrodes by source line, the degradation of contrast can be 
avoided because the electric field is disturbed above the source lines. However, In this system, an IC for driving 
has a disadvantageously large load because it is impossible to drive the counter electrode on the counter sub- 
strate so as to aid the application of signals to the pixels. 

For the reasons described above, the shielding films 108 and 110 are formed above the gate lines 102 in 
the conventional liquid crystal displays. 

In such conventional liquid crystal displays, as is evident from Figurss 17 and 18. a parasitic capacitance 
is generated in overlapped portions between the drain electrode/fielding films 108 and gate lines 102, shield- 
ing fims 110 and the gate lines 102. or the pixel electrodes 114 and the gate lines 102, thereby degrading 
display characteristics. An effect of the parasitic capacitanca on the display characteristics is represented by 
a ratio obtained by the foaofwing equation (I): 

Equation (I) 

^Parasitic \ /Capacitance of^ /Storage \ /Parasitic | 

\ Capacitance)'Uiquid Crystal/ \Capacitance/ Icapacltance/ 

Since the conventional liquid crystal has no storage capacitance, the parasitic capacitance largely affects dis- 
play characteristics. However, in orderto provide a storage capacitanca with each pbcel to sohm this problem, 
lines and the like for storage capacitance should be formed, resulting in reducing the aperture ratio. Further- 
more, when the lines for the storage capacitance are formed from a transparent conductive material so as not 
to reduce the aperture ratio, the yield is degraded because of the additional production steps. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The active matrix liquid crystal display of this invention comprises an active matrix substrate having a plur- 
ality of parallel scanning lines, a plurality of parallel signal lines crossing the scanning lines, pixel electrodes 
respectively formed in substrate portions defined by two adjacent scanning lines and two adjacent signal lines, 
switching elemente each of which is connected to a oonesponding pixel electrode, a corresponding scanning 
line and a corresponding signal line, and pairs of first shielding films, each pair being provided along both sides 
of each scanning line, for blodcing light lealc along the scanning lines; a counter substrate opposed to the active 
matrix substrate having a counter electrode and second shielding f Qms for blocking light leak which is not 
blocked by the first shielding films; and a lk)uM crystal layer between the active matrix substrate and the coun- 
ter sul)strate. 

In an embodiment, none of the first shielding films overlay the scanning lines. 
in another embodiment, the second shielding f Dm covers the smaller one of: (1) gaps between the pair of 

first shielding fBms and the scanning line sandwtehed thereby; and (2) gaps between the pbcel electrode and 
the scanning line. 

In stffl another embodiment, the switching elemente are thin film Iransistora. and a drain in each thin film 
transistor also serves as one of the pair of first shiekling films. 

In still another embodiment, the signal lines are made from a type material as used for the first shielding 
films. 

Alternatively, the active matrix llqukj crystal display of the present Inventioa comprises an active matrix 
substrate having a phjrality of parallel scanning lines, a plurality of parallel signal lines crossing the scanning 
lines, pixel electrodes respectively formed in substrate portions defined by two adjacent scanning lines and 
two adjacent signal lines, switching elemente each of whteh Is connected to a corresponding pixel electrode, 
aoorrssponding scanning line and a corresponding signal line, and first shielding films each of whtoh is formed 
so as to overlay an adjacent pixel electrode for blocking light leak along the scanning lines; a counter substrate 
opposed to the active matrix substrate having a counter electrode electrically connected to the scanning lines; 
and a liquid aystel layer between the active matrix substrate and the counter substrate. 

In an embodiment, the active matrix liquid crystal display further comprises second shielding films respec- 
tively opposed to the shielding f Dms across the scanning lines. 

In another embodiment, the switching elemente are thin film transistore. and a drain in each thin film tran- 
sistor also serves as the second shielding f Qm. 

In still another embodiment, the first shielding film and the second shieMing flm overlaying the same pbcel 
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electrode are electrically connected to each other. 
In still another emtwdiment, the active matrix liquid crystal display further comprises connecting means 

for connecting the first shieldtng film and the second shielding film. 
In still another emtMdiment, the connecting means Is made from a transparent conductive f Im. 

5 In still another emtxxilment, the first shielding film and the second shielding fDm are Integrated. 
In stni another emt>odiment» the signal lines are made from a type of material as used for the first shielding 

flms. 
In stai another embodiment, the signal lines, the first shielding films and the second shielding fBms are 

made fiom the same type of nnaterial. 
10 Instill another emkx)diment none of the second shielding films overlay the scanning lines, and the counter 

substrate comprises third shielding fOms covering the smaller one of: (1) gaps between the second shielding 
f Im and the scanning line; and (2) gaps between the pixel electrode and the scanning line. 

In still another embodiment, the switching elements are thin film transistors, and a drain in each thin film 
transistor also serves as the second shielding film. 

IS In still another embodiment, the first shielding film and the second shielding film overlaying the same pixel 
electrode are electrically connecfcsd to each other. 

Thus, the invention described herein makes possible the advantages or(1) providing an active matrix liquid 
crystal display having display characteristics Improved by preventing a parasitic capacitance; (2) providing an 
active matrix liquid crystal display having display ctiaraderistics improved by preventing a parasitic capacitance 

20 without degrading the aperture ratio; (3) providing an active matrix liquid crystal display having display char- 
acteristics Improved by preventing a parasitic capacitance writhout degrading the aperture ratio while prevent- 
ing degradation of yield caused by increasing the number of production steps; (4) providing an activa matrix 
liquid crystal display having display characteristics improved by utilizing a parasitic capacitance as a storage 
capacitance; (5) providing an active matrix liquid crystal display having display characteristics improved by util- 

25 izing a parasitic capacitance as a storage capacitance while preventing degradation of yield caused by increas- 
ing the number of production steps; and (6) providing an active matiix liquid crystal display having display char- 
acteristics improved by utilizing a parasitic capacitance as a store capacitance while decreasing the anrxxint 
of the parasitic capacitance. 

These and other advantages of the present invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art upon 
30   reading and understanding the following dialled descriptkm with refisrence to the accompanying figures. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Figure 1 is a fragmentary plan view of an active matrix liquid crystal display as a first example of the present 
3S Invention. 

Figure 2 is a secttonal view taken on line B-B' of the liqukl crystal display of Figure 1. 
FiguTBS 3Ato 3F are plan views showing a produdkm method of the liquid crystal display of Figure 1. 
Figure 4 Is a fragmentary plan view of an active matrix lk)uld crystal display as a second example of the 

present inventton. 
40 Figure S is a f^mentary plan view of an active matrix liquid crystal display as a third example of the pres- 

ent Inventton. 
Figure 6 is a secttonal view taken on line B-B' of the lk)uki crystal display of Figure 5. 
Figures 7A to 7D are plan views showing a production method of the liquid crystal display of Figure 5. 
Figure 8 is a fragmentary plan view of an acth^ matrix Ikiuid crystal display as a fourth example of the 

45   present inventton. 
Figure 9 is a secttonal view tsdcen on line B-B' of the lk)uid crystal display of Figure 8. 
Figure 10 Is a f^mentary plan view of an acthre matrix liquid crystal display as a fifth example of the 

present inventk>n. 
Figure 11 is a sectional view taken on line B-B' of the liqukl crystal display of Figure 10. 

50       Figures 12A to 12C are plan views showing different applteations of the acthre matrix substrate In the Dquid 
crystal display of the fifth example. 

Figure 13 Is a firagmentary plan view of an active matrix liquid crystal display of a sbdh example of the 
present inventton. 

Figure 14 is a secttonal view taken on line B-B' of the liquid crystal display of Figure 13. 
55        Figure 15 is a diagram showing a pattern of a shielding f Dm formed on a counter-substrata of the liquid 

crystal display of Figure 13. 
Figure 16 is a fragmentary plan view of a conventional active matrix liquid crystal display. 
Figure 17 Is a sedtonal view taken on Dne AA* of the oonventkmal liqukl crystal display of Figure 16. 
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Figure 16 is a sectional view talcen on line B-B' of the conventional liquid crystal display of Figure 16. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

5 The present invention will now be de8crit)ed in detail t»y way of example with refarence to the accompanying 
drawings. 

Example 1 

10 Figure 1 is a plan view showing an active matrix liquid crystal display according to this example. Figure 2 
is a sectional view taiten on line B-B' of the active matrix liquid crystal display of Figure 1. The liquid crystal 
display comprises an active matrix substrate 222 on which TFTs 224 are formed in the shape of a matrix, a 
counter substrate 223 opposed to the active n^atrix substrate 222 and a liquid crystal layer 216 sandwiched 
therebetween. The active matrix substrate 222 comprises an insulating glass substaate 201 as the lowast layer, 

15 gate lines 202 formed thereon as horizontally extending scanning lines, and gate etecbodes 202a of the TFTs 
224 branched from the gate lines 202. 

On the glass substrate 201 bearing the gate lines 202 and gate electrodes 202a. a first insulating fflm 203 
made from SiN^ is formed, and an a-Si layer (not shown) is further formed so as to cover the first insulating 
f im 203 at positions where the gate elecbodes 202a are formed. A second insulating film 205 also made firom 

20 SiNx is formed on the a-Si film. Source lines 207 as signal lines made from a metal and source electrodes 207a 
of the TFTs 224 branched from the source lines 207 are disposed on the resultant glass substrata 201. Each 
source electrode 207a partially overlays a left side portion of each gate etedrode 202a with a dieleclric layer 
(such as the first insulating fam 203 and the lilce) Interposed therebetween. Ashielding f im. which also worlcs 
as a drain electrode of each TFT 224, (hereinafter referred to as the "drain electrode/shielding f im") is formed 

25 over a right side portion of each gate electrode 202a so as to occupy a larger area than the right side portion. 
Another shielding film 210 is formed fadng the drain etecbode/shielding film across the gate line 202. The 
wording "shielding' herein means preventing light leak which degrades conbast of the liquid crystal display. 

Furthermore, a third insulating film 212 having a plurality of contact holes 213 are formed over almost the 
entire surface of the glass substrate 201 bearing the above-mentioned f Dms. etc. ITO (indium tin oxide) is de- 

30 posited on the third insulating film 212 so as to come in contact with the drain electrode corresponding portion 
of each drain electrode/shielding film208 through each contact hole 213. thereby forming pixel electrodes 214. 
An alignment layer 215 is further formed on the top surface of the resultant glass substrata 201. 

The counter subsbate 223 opposed to the abovennnentioned active mabix subsbate 222 has the following 
structure: Color filters 220 and counter shielding films 219 are formed in a desired pattern on an insulating 

95 glass subsbate 221. A counter eiecbx>de 218 is formed thereon by coating the entire top surface of the pat- 
terned glass subsbate 221 with FTO. An alignment layer 217 is further formed thereon. Each color fHter 220 
is opposed to each of the pixel elecbodes 214. 

A production method for such an active mabte liquid crystal display will now be described referring to Fig- 
ures 3A to 3F. 

40 (1) As is shown in Figure 3A. a Ta film having a t hickness of. for example. 3000 angstroms is formed and 
patterned on the glass subsbate 201. thereby forming the gate lines 202 and the gate electrodes 202& 
The glass substrate 201 can be replaced by an Insulating subsbate made finom any of other light permeable 
materials or a bansparent substrata coated with a transparent insulating film. 
(2) The SiNx film as the first Insulating film 203 having a thickness of. for example, 3000 angsboms is 

45        formed by spattering or by plasma CVD on the entire surface of the glass substrate 201 obtained in step 
(1). TTie a-Si layer (not shown) as the semiconductor layer of the TFTs 224 having a thickness of. for ex- 
ample. 300 angsboms and the SIHc f Dm as the second insulating f Dm 205 having a thickness of. for ex- 
ample. 2000 angstroms are then successively formed on the entire top surface of the glass substrate 201 
and etched to pattern the second insulating f Dm 205 as shown In Figure 3B. 

SO An additional insulating film can be formed by an anodization of the gate lines 202 before the first 
insulating film 203. The first insulating film 203 can be made from any other common insulating materials 
apart from Sil^. 
(3) Then, a-Si doped with P having a thickness of. for example, 500 angstaioms is coated on the entire top 
surface by plasma CVD and patiEerned to provide a-Si layere (not shown) at portions where the TFTs 224 

55 are formed. A Mo layer having a thickness of. for example. 3000 angsboms Is formed by spattering and 
etched to form the source lines 207, the source elecbodes 207a, the drain elecbode/shielding films 208 
and the shielding films 210 in a pattern as is shown in Figure 3C. Care shouki be taken so as not to alkMf 
the drain electaodefehielding fDms 208 and the shielding fnms 210 to overiap the gate lines 202. bearing 
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alignment deviation In mind. 
(4) Next, the thiid Insulating f Bm 212 is formed by coating the entiiB top surface of the resultant glass sut>- 
strate 201 wtth an organic passivation having a thickness of. for example. 1 pm. TTien the contact holes 
213 are formed by etching on the third insulating f im 212. Examples of a material for the organic passi- 

5 vation include an acrylic resin such as JSS-7215 (produced by Japan Synthetic Rubber Co.. Ltd.), a pdy- 
imide such as PIX-8803 (produced by Hitachi Chemical Co., Ltd.). and a photosensitive polyimide such as 
S414 (produced by Toray Industries, Inc.). Tlte third Insulating film 212 can be made from an inorganic 
material such as SiNx, SiOj and the lilce apart from the organic materials. 
(5) ITO is deposited so as to cover the third insulating film 212 and fill the contact holes 213 by spattering 

10        and photo-etched, as is shown in Figure 3D. to form the pixel electrodes 214 each having a thickness of. 
for example 1000 angslronts. Care shouM be taken not to aDow the pixel electrodes 214 to overlap the 
gatalines202. bearing alignment deviatkHi in mind. The alignment Iayer215 is ftormed by coating the entire 
top surface of the structure thus fbrmed with a polyimide and the like, and is treated by the rubbing meth- 
od. 

19 (6) The counter substrate 223 is fabrteated as follows: The counter shielding f Om 219 in a pattern as shown 
in Figure 3E and the color f Dter 220 are formed on the glass substrate 221. When the ends of the pixel 
electrodes 214 are located just above the ends of the drain eledrode/shiekling film 208 and the shielding 
film 210 as is shown in Figure 2. the counter shielding fDm 219 is provided so as to cover a gap between 
the gats line 202 and the drain electrode/shielding film 208 and a gap between the gate line 202 and the 

20 shielding f am 210. When the end of the pixel electrode 214 is not located just above the end of the drain 
electrode/shielding film 208. the counter shielding fUm 219 covera the smaller one oT: 1) gaps between 
the gate line 202 and the drain elecfrodefehielding f Hm 208; and 2) gaps between the gate line 202 and 
the pixel electrode 214. When the end of the pixel electrode 214 is not located Just above the end of the 
shielding film 210, the counter shielding f am 219 covera the smaller one of: 1) gaps between the gate line 

25        202 and the shiekling film 210; and 2) gaps between the gate line 202 and the pixel electrode 214. 
ITO is deposited on the entire top surface of the glass substeata 221 obtained in the above-mentnned 

manner ID form the counter electrode 218. The alignment layer 217 is further formed thereon by using a 
polyimide and the like, and taBated by the rubbing method, Jhe glass substrate 221 can be replaced by 
an insulating substrate made from any of the other light permeable materials, or a transparent substrate 

so coated by a transparent insulating film. The cotor filter 220 can be omitted, if desired. Tliis step (6) can be 
conducted before the above described steps (1) through (5). that is. the productton of the active matrix 
substrate. 
(7) Finally, the active matrix substrate 222 and the counter subsfrate 223 are adhered to each other as is 
shown in Figure 3F. Uquid crystal is injected between the two substrates as the liquid crystal layer 216 

ss       to obtain a liquki crystal cell. 
In the active matrix Ikiuid crystal display fabricated in the above-menttoned manner, the gale lines 202 do 

not overlap the drain electrodefehielding films 208 and the shIeMing films 210 as is shown in figure 2. There- 
fore, a parasitte capacitance is not caused between the gate lines 202 and the drain electrode/shielding films 
208 and between the gate lines 202 and the shieMing films 210. Moreover, the gate lines 202 overlap neither 

40 the pbcel eledrodes 214 nor the drain eiecfrode/shieMing f Dms 208 and the shielding f Hms 210. Therefore, no 
parasitic capacitance is caused between the gate lines 202 and the pbcel elecbpodes 214 as well. Thus, the 
degradation of the display characteristics due to parasitte capadlance is prevented. 

Accuracy in adhering the two substrates is lower than the alignment accuracy. Therefore, in the prior art 
the counter shielding film formed on the counter substrate generally must have a suffictent size, resulting in 

45 towering the aperture ratfo. However, according to the present invention, the counter shielding f Dm 219 can 
be small because rt must shield only gaps between the gate line 202 and the drain declrode/shiekling fibn 
208 and gaps between the gate line 202 and the shielding film 210. Thus, the aperture ratio is not reduced. 

Exan>ple2 
so 

Figure 4 is a plan view showing an active mafrix liquki crystal display off this example. Uka reference nu- 
merals designate like parts shown in Figure 1. 

In the lk|uid crystal display of this example, the drain elecfrode/shielding film 208 is divkled into a drain 
electrode 209 and a shielding f Bm 210b, whteh are formed separately, having no electalcal oonnectfon to each 

55 Other. Also in this example, the shielding f Dms 210 and 210b are formed so as not to overlap the gate lines 
202. and the gate lines 202 and the pixel electrodes 214 do not overlap each other. Further, the counter shield- 
ing film 219 is formed on the counter substrate 223 so as to cover a gap between the shielding fim 210 and 
the gate line 202 and a gap between the shiekling film 210b and the gate line 202. However, when the end 
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of the pixel electrode 214 is not located just above the end of the shielding fDm 210b, the counter shielding 
nm 219 covers the smaller one of: <1) gaps between the gats line 202 and the shielding fDm 210b; and (2) 
gaps between the gate line 202 and the pixel electrode 214. When the end of the pixel electrode 214 is not 
located Just above the end of the shielding f Bm 210, the counter shielding f Bm 219 is provided so as to cover 

5 the smaller one of: (1) gaps between the gate line 202 and the shielding f Bm 210; and (2) gaps between the 
gate line 202 and the pixel electrode 214. 

In the above described two examples, none of the shielding f Oms overlap the gate lines. Therefore, a para- 
sitic capacitance is not caused between the shielding films and the gate lines 202. In addition, a parasitic ca- 
pacitance b not caused between the gate lines 202 and the pixel electrodes 214 because the gate lines 202 

10 do not overlap the pixel electrodes 214. In this manner, the display characteristics are improved as compared 
with those in the conventional structure. Furthermore, the counter shielding f Urn covers a smaller one of: 1) 
gaps between the shielding film 210 or 210b (or the drain eledrodefehielding fBm 208) and the gate line 202; 
and 2) gaps between the pbcel electrode 214 and the gate line 202. Thus, a Itght lealc through the gap can be 
shielded. Moreover, since the counter shielding film can be small because it must shield only the above- 

18 mentioned gap, the aperture ratio is prevented firom degrading. Additionally, the yield is not reduced because 
the production requires no additional steps. 

Examples 

20        Figure 5 is a plan view showing an active matrix liquid crystal display according to this example. Figure 6 
is a sectional view taken on line B-B' of the active matrix liquid crystal display of Figure 5. The liquid crystal 
display comprises an active rnatrw substrate on which TFTs 324 are ftorrned in the shape of a nraA^ 
substrate opposed to the active matrix substrata and a liquid crystal layer sandwiched therebetween. 

The active matrbc substrate comprises an insulating glass substrate 301 as the lowest layer, gate lines 302 
25   formed thereon as horizontally extending scanning lines, and gate etoctrodes 302a of the TFTs 324 branched 

from the gate lines 302. 
On the glass substrate 301 bearing the gate lines 302 and gate eledrodes 302a. a first Insulating f Bm 303 

made from SINx is formed, and an a-Si layer (not shown) is further formed so as to cover the first insulating 
fim 303 at positions where the gate electrodes 302a are formed. A second insulating film 305 also made from 
SiNx is formed on the a-Si f Sm. Source lines 307 as vertical signal lines made from a metal and source elec- 
trodes 307a of the TFTs 324 branched firom the source lines 307 are disposed on the resultant glass substrate 
301. Each source electrode 307a partially overlays a left side portion of each gate electrode 3Q2a with the 
fist insulating film 303 and the like interposed therebetween. A drain electrode 309 of the TFT 324 is formed 
on a right skie portk>n of the gate electrode 302a. Ashieiding film 310b is formed on the right hand skJe of the 
drain electrode 309 so as to partially overlay the gate line 302 having the first insulating fDm 303 and the like 
therebetween. Another shielding fim 310 is formed facing the shielding film 310b across the gate line 302 so 
as to partially overlay the gala line 302 having the firet insulating film 303 and the like therebetween. 

Furthernu>re, a third insulating film 312 having a plurality of contact hdes 313 are formed over almost the 
entire surface of the glass substrata 301 bearing the above-menttoned films, etc. ITO is deposited on the third 
insulating f Bm 312 so as to come in contact with the drain electrode 309 through each contact hole 313, thereby 
forming pixel electrodes 314. An alignment layer (not shown) is further formed on the top surface of the re- 
sultant glass substrate 301. 

. Hie counter substrate opposed to the above-mentnned active matrk substrate has a conventional struc- 
ture. 

A production method for such an active matrix lk|ukl crystal display wPI now be described referring to Fig- 
ures 7Ato7D. 

35 

40 

(1) As is shown in Rgure 7A, a Ta film having a thk:kness of, for example, 3000 angstroms is fornoed and 
patterned on the glass substrate 301, thereby forming the gate lines 302 and the gate electrodes 302a. 

so        (2) The SiN. flbn as the first insulating fBm 303 having a thtekness of, for example. 3000 angstroms is 
formed by spattering or plasma CVD on the entire surface of the glass substrate 301 obtained in step (1). 
The a-Si layer (not shown) as the semkx>nductor layer of the TFTs 324 having a thickness of, for example. 
300 angstroms and the SiN^ fim as the second insulating fOm 305 having a thickness of, for example. 
2000 angstroms are then successively formed on the entire top surface of the glass substrate 301 and 

55        etched to pattern the second insulating fOm 305 as is shown In Figure 78. 
An additional insulating film can be formed by an anodization of the gate lines 302 and the gate eleo- 

tiode 302a before the first insulating f Bm 303. The second insulating f Bm 305 can be made fiom any other 
insulating materials apart firom SiNx- 
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(3) Then, a-Si doped with P having a thickness of, for example. 500 angstroms is coated on the entire top 
surface by plasma CVD and patterned to provide a-Si layers (not shown) at portions where the TFTs 324 
are formed. A Mo layer having a thickness of, for example, 2000 angstroms is farmed by spattering and 
etched to form the source lines 307, the source elecbx)des 307a. the drain electrodes 309 In a pattern as 

5 is shown in Figure 7C. 
A Cr layer having a thickness of, for example, 1000 angstroms is formed by spattering, etched in a 

pattern as Is shown in Figure 7C to form the shielding films 310 and 31 Ob. 
Next, the third insulating f ibm 312 Is formed by coating the entire top surface of the resultant glass 

substrate 301 with an organic passivation having a thickness of, for example, 1 jim. Then the contact holes 
10        313 are formed by etching on the third insulating f im 312. Examples of a material for the organic passi- 

vation include an acrylic resin such as JSS-7215 (produced by Japan Synthetic Rubber Co.. Ltd.). a pofy- 
ImMe such as PiX-8803 (produced by HHachi Chemtoal Co., Ltd.), and a photosensitive polyhnide such as 
S414 (produced by Toray Industries, Inc.). The third insulating fBm 312 can be made from an inorgank: 
material such as SINx, SIQz and the like apart from the organic materials, 

fff        (4) FInaPy. ITO having a thickness of. for example. 1000 angstroms is deposited on the tiiird insulating 
film 312 by spattering, and etched to form the pixel electrodes 314 so as to overlay the contact holes 313 
and the shieUing f Unns 310 and 310b. TTius. the active matrix substrate of this example is obtained. 
The above described production steps can be simplified by forming the shielding films 310 and 310b by 

using the same metal as is used for the source line at the same time of forming the source lines 307 and the 
20    source electrodes 307a as in Example 1. 

The counter substrate fabricated in the conventional manner is adhered to the active matrix substrate, and 
liquid crystal is injected therebetween as the llquM crystal layer. The active matrix \k\u\6 crystal display of this 
example is fabricated in this manner. 

During the production, each gate line 302 is electrically connected to the counter electrode on the counter 
25    substrate. For example, they are connected to each other in a circuit for driving the \k\wd crystal display so 

that a signal input to the gate line 302 is synchronized with a signal input to the counter electrode. Namely, 
when the counter electrode is driven by an AC current, the gate lines 302 are also driven by an AC current 
The gate lines can be connected to the counter electrode in any of the other optional mannere. 

The function of the active matrix Ikiuid crystal display wS\ now be described. In the following description, 
30   the pixel in the center of Figure 5 is taken as the (|y|-1)th pbcel, and one on the upsMe thereof Is taken as the 

Nth pixel. 
The shieMing film 310 which is formed so as to cover the pbcel electrode 314 betenging to the Nth pbcel 

and the gate line 302 belonging to the adjacent (N-1)th pixel is elecblcally connected to the counter electrode 
on the counter substrate via the gate lines 302. Therefore, part of a parasitic capacitance caused in portions 

35 marked with oblique lines in Figure 5, that is. portions between the pbcel electrode 314 and the shielding f Om 
310 and between the pbcel electrode 314 and the gate line 302, is connected in parallel to a capacitance cj 
the liquid crystal, and is thus used as a storage capacitance. As a result, the display characteristics can be 
improved because an effect of the parasitic capacitance on the display characteristics, i.e.. a ratio obtained 
by the Equation (I) is minimized because the denominator becomes large. Moreover, the aperture ratio and 

40 the yield are not reduced because there is no need to pravkle storage capacitance lines^ otherwise whtoh in- 
creases the number of the production steps. 

Example 4 

45 Figure 8 is a plan view showing an active matrix substrate of an active mabix liquki crystal display according 
to this example. Figure 9 is a sectional view taken on line B-B* of Figure 8. The pbcel in the center of Figure 8 
is taken as the (I^1)th pixel, and one on the upside thereof is taken as the Nth pbcel. Like reference numerals 
imficate IBce parte shown in Figure 5. 

The active matrix liquid crystal display according to this example has a structure kientical to that in B^mgle 
BO 3 empt for a drain electrodeyshleldino fnms 308 as In Example 1. The production method is also identical to 

that of Example 3 except for the following: Instead of forming the drain electrode 3Qa by etching the Mo layer 
as in Example 3. the drain electrode/shleMing films 308 are formed in a patter;n as is shown In Figure 8. and 
ttosltieldjngfiln^ 31 Ointhe indicated pattern are formed using theCrjayer 

Theforiction ofthe active matrix liquki crystal display wiO now be desabed. The shiekJing film 310 which 
55 is formed so as to cover the pbcel electrode 314 betonglng to the Nth pbcel and the gate line 302 belonging to 

the adjacent (N-I)th pbcel is electrically connected to the counter electrode on the counter substrate via the 
gate lines 302. Therefore, part of a parasitic capacitance caused in portions marked with oblique lines in Figure 
5. that is, portions between the pbcel electrode 314 and the shielding f Om 310 and between the pbcel electrode 
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314 and the gate line 302. is connected in parallel to a capacitance of the liquid crystai, and is thus used as 
a storage capacitanoe, resulting in Otvtaining the same effect as is in Example 3. Moreover, this liquid crystai 
display adopts the drain electrode/shielding film 308 integrally working as both the drain electrode and the 
shielding fHrrv therefore, there is no gap between the drain electrode and the shielding film as is in Example 

5    3. As a result, the degradation of oontrast due to light leak through such a gap can be avokled. 

Example 5 

Figure 10 is a plan view showing an active matrix substrate of an active matrix liquid crystal display ac- 
10   cording to Example 5. Figure 11 is a sectional view taken on line B-B' of Figure 10. The pbcel in the center of 

Figure 10 is taken as the (N-I)th pixel, and one on the upskie thereof is taken as the Nth pixel. Like reference 
numerals indicate like parts shown in Rgure 8. 

The active matrix liquid crystal display of this example has an identical structure to that of Example 4 except 
further comprising a transparent and conductive connecting piece 311 for electrically connecting the drain eleo- 

15   trode/shielding film 308 to the shielding film 310. The connecting piece 311 works as a drain electrode line. 
The production method is also kJentk»l to that of Example 4 except a production step for the connecting piece 
311 is added as foilows: After forming the shielding film 310 as in Example 4. an ITO layer with a thkdcness 
of 1000 angstroms is coated by spattering and is etched in a pattern as Is shown in Figure 10 to form the oofv- 
necting piece 311. The third insulating fDm 312 is formed over the connecting piece 311. 

20        Therefore, part of a parasitic capacitance caused in portions marked with obikiue lines in Figure 10. that 
Is. portions between the pbcel electrode 314 and the gate line 302. Is connected in parallel to a capacitance 
of the liqukJ crystal, and is thus used as a storage capadtanca. The parasitic capacKanoe is smaller than in 
Examples 3 and 4, since the shielding film 310 is connected to the pwel electrode 314 via the drain eleo- 
trode/shielding fDm 308. Accordingly, although a smaller amount of the parasitic capacitance is used as the 

25   storage capacitance than in Examples 3 and 4. images can be displayed at high quality because the amount 
of the parasitic capacitance is smaller. 

The present example can be applied to various types of active matrix substrates as shown In Figures 12A 
through 12C. 

The active matrix substrate shown in Figure 12Acomprises a drain eiectrode/line/^hielding film 308b. which 
3D   works both as the drain electrode/shielding film 308 of this example and as a drain electrode line. In this acth^e 

matrix substrate, the drain eledrode/line/shielding fDm 308b is electrically connected to the shielding film 310. 
The active matrix substrate shown In Figure 128 comprises a drain line/^hiekiing film 310a. whkA works 

both as the shielding film 310 of this example and as a drain electrode line. In this active matrix substrate, the 
drain line/shielding film 310a is electrically connected to the drain eledrode/shielding film 308. 

36 The active mataix substrate shown in Figure 12C comprises a drain electrode/shielding fDm 308c extending 
along three skies of the pixel electrode 314 excluding one side whteh is not adjacent to the gate lines 302. 
-me drain etedrode/shleiding film 308c works as both the drain electrode/shielding film 308 of this example 
and the shielding film 310. 

In the above-mentioned three applications, the production steps can be simplified because there is no 
40    need toformthe connecting piece 311. 

Examples 

Figure 13 is a plan view showing an active matrix substrate of an active matrbc liqukl crystal display ao- 
45   cording to this example. Figure 14 is a sectional view taken on line B-B' of Figure 13. Like rsfiBrenoe numerals 

indteate like parts shown in Figure 8. 
This active mabix liqukl crystal display comprises an active matrix substrate 322 on whteh the TFTs 324 

are formed in the shape of a matrix, a counter substrate 323 opposed to the active matrix substrate 322 and 
a liqukJ crystal layer 316 sandwk^hed therebetween. 

50 The active matrix substrate 322 is almost klentical to that of Example 4. But the end of the drain elec- 
trode/shielding film 308 is not located Just above the end of the gate line 302 but there is a gap between the 
two ends. 

The counter substrate 323 comprises shielding films 319 formed on a glass substrate 321 so as to cover 
the above-mentioned gap. Color f Dtera 320 are opposed to the pbcel electrodes 314 on the active matrix sut>- 

55   strats 322, and an alignment layer 317 Is further fbrmed thereon. The coiorfiitBrs ^ can be omitted, if desired. 
The production method for such an active matrix liquid crystal display is as follows: 
The active matrix substrate 322 is fatMicated in the same manner as in Example 4. 
The shielding films 319 are fbrnted on the glass substrate 321 in a pattern as is shown in Figure 8. ITO 
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as a counter electrode 318 is deposited over the entire surface of the glass sut>strate 321 bearing the shielding 
flms 319. A polyimide is coated over the counter electrode 318 to form the alignment layer 317. which is then 
treated by the rubbing method. The color f Bters 320 are finrmed on portions opposed to the pixel electrodes 
314. if necessary. 

Finally, the active matrix substrate 322 and the counter substrate 323 are adhered to each other, and the 
liquid crystal is injected therebetween to form the liquid crystal layer 316. 

Such an acdve natrtx liquid crystal display has, apart ftom the efftet obtained by utilizing the parasitic 
capacitance as the storage capacitance, an effect for Improving the display characteristics because the light 
leak through the gate lines 302 as scanning lines is completely blocked. 

In this example, the shiekJrng films 319 are provided to block light leak through gaps between the drain 
electrode/shielding fDms 308 and the gate lines 302. However, the positnn of the shielding film 319 is not lint- 
ited to this »far as light leak through the shieMIng f Hm formed on the active nnatrix substrate can be Mocked. 

Various other modificattons wfll be apparent to and can be readfly made by those skilled in the art without 
departing from the scope and spirit of this inventxMi. Accordingly, it is not intended that the scope of the claims 
appended hereto be limited to the descriptkm as set forth herein, but father that the claims be broadly con- 
strued. 

Claims 

1. An active matrix liqukl crystal display comprising: 
an activa matrix sul)stiatB having: 

a plurality of parallel scanning lines; 
a plurality of parallel signal lines crossing the scanning lines; 
pixel electrodes respectively formed in substrate portions defined by two adjacent scanning 

lines and two adjacent signal lines; 
switching elements each of which Is connected to a corresponding pixel electrode, a corre- 

sponding scanning line and a corresponding signal line; and 
pairs of first shielding films, each pair being provided along both sides of each scanning line, 

for blocking light leak atong the scanning lines; 
a counter substrate opposed to the active matrix substrata having: 

a counter electrode; and 
second shielding films for blocking light leak whteh Is not bk)cked ty the first shiekling films; 

and 
a IkjukJ crystal layer between the active matrix substrate and the counter substrate. 

2. An active matrix ikjuM crystal display according to daim 1. wherein none of the f Irstshlekllng films overlay 
the scanning lines. 

3b An active matrix liquid crystal display according to daim 2. wherein the second shielding film covers the 
smaller one cf. (1) gaps between the pair of first shielding films and the scanning line sandwiched thereby; 
and (2) gaps between the pixel electrode and the scanning line. 

4. An active matrix liquM crystal display according to Claim 1, wherein the switching elements are thin flm 
transistors, and a drain in each thin film transistor also serves as one of the pair of first shielding fBms. 

5. An active matrix liquid crystal display according to daim 1. wherein the signal lines are made from a type 
of material as used for the first shielding f iln». 

&   An active matrix liquM crystal display comprising: 
an active matrix sut>strats having: 

a plurality of parallel scanning lines; 
a plurality of parallel signal lines crossing the scanning lines; 
pixel electrodes respectively formed in substrate portkms defined by two adjacent scanning 

lines and two adjacent signal lines; 
switching elements each of which is connected to a corresponding pixel electrode, a corre- 

sponding scanning line and a corresponding signal line; and 
first shielding films each of which is formed so as to overlay an adjacent pixel electrode for 
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bloddng light leak along the scanning lines; 
a counter sut>strate opposed to the active matrix sutistFate having a counter electrode electrically 

connected to the scanning lines; and 
a liquid crystal layer between the active matrix substrate and the counter substrate. 

7. An active matrix liquid crystal display according to dain 6 further comprising second shielding films re- 
spectively opposed to the shielding f Dms across the scanning lines. 

8. An active matrix liquid crystal display according to dalm 7. wherein the switching elements are thin film 
transistore, and a drain in each thin film transistor also serves as the second shielding f Dm. 

«. An active matrix liquid crystal display according to daim 8, wherein the first shielding film and the second. 
shielding film overlaying the same pixel electrode are electrically connected to each other. 

10. An active matrix liquid crystal display according to daim 9 further comprising connecting means for con- 
necting the fIret shielding film and the second shielding film. 

11. An active matrix liquid crystal display according to daim 10, wherein the connecting means is made from 
a transparent conductive flint 

12. An active matrix liquid crystal display according to daim 9, wherein the first shielding f Dm and the second 
shielding film are integrated. 

13. An active matrix liquid crystal display according to daim 6. wherein the signal lines are made fiom a type 
of material as used for the first shielding f Dms. 

14. An active matrix liquid crystal display according to daim 7, vvherein the signal Itnes, ttie first shielding f Dms 
and the second shielding f Dms are made finom the same type of material. 

15. An active matrix liquid crystal display acooiding to daim 7. wherein none of the second shielding films 
overlay the scanning lines, and the counter substrate comprises third shielding f Dms covering the smaller 
one of: (1) gaps between the second shielding f Dm and the scanning line; and (2) gaps between the pixel 
electrode and the scanning line. 

16. An active matrix liquid crystal display according to daim 15. wherein the switching elements are thin f Dm 
transistorB. and a drain in each thin fDm transistor also serves as the second shielding fDm. 

17. An active matrix liquid crystal display according to daim 16. wherein the first shielding film and the second 
shielding film overlaying the same pixel etedrode are electricaDy connected to each other. 
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